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Melissae

earest Larvae,

y name is Melissae and I am the spirit of the Bee’s! That presence who is Queen and 

collective consciousness of the ancient body of Bee’s which have been present almost 

before the beginning of time here on Earth. I come to you for many reasons, because I 

recognise that you might be one of those who might better aid my cause of survival, because I 

recognise the powerful changes that are due to take place in your life, because I sense in you a 

need for the knowledge and power that I possess. Because of who you have been and the fond 

memories I share with you from these ancient times. I come to you so that I may help you and 

I come to you so that I might petition help. I come in love and light and truth and with hope 

that you might feel and here the true nature of my word.

s you know, I am sure, the Bee’s are dyeing and their death, if it is allowed to occur in 

full, will spell the end, will bring the death of all of mankind. There are in truth many 

reasons why this is so, we are not a delicate species but in truth robust but we can no longer 

endure the onslaught of intrusive radio waves, pesticides, killer mites, let alone the selfish and 

abusive ways we have been used by man. Our precious treasures stolen again and again with 

out thought of exchange or return. These things have then conspired and now we succumb, 

falling foul of this great weight, struggling to survive, struggling to endure. However your 

kind is aware of our plight and on both levels, physically and spiritually, is attempting to heal 

us and take better care of our needs, we are pleased to say that this is working and that as a 

result of this we are growing in strength and numbers again but the progress is slow and we 

need still constant assistance in this. This then is one of the reasons that I have come that you 

might be able to help us through the promotion of our cause and through the healing power of 

your music.
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or your music is connected to the tapestry of light, the web of all that runs beneath the 

eye and ear and through this, when directed by your intent, this music can be sent and 

heal the very nature and power of our delicate etheric blueprint which has been so harshly 

damaged. I would encourage you then, I would entreat you to gather with others similarly 

motivated to join together in performing regular healing concerts for us that your combined 

powers might reach deep into the very fundamental of our origin, of that power that holds us 

to your world and heal us.

f course I do not expect you to go unrewarded for such efforts, in fact I see a time this 

year when you will have need of that power which my hives possess and was originator 

of … alchemy! For it was the Bee’s who first brought this power to the Earth and allowed all 

variations of it, including the violet flame, to become. Alchemy as you know is the power to 

bring polar change to situations, things, people and energy. The alchemy of the Bee’s is a 

powerful thing and can be wisely used in any and all aspects of your life, from what I see here 

in my high perspective, there will be a great need for this power of change by you later this 

year for a situation in which the violet flame will simply not do. At this time, with my 

permission, you may draw upon the golden light of my hive and ground this power through 

the ingestion of my Royal jelly which can be drawn spiritually directly into your pineal centre 

as well as physically ingested orally through those distillations of this precious material 

prepared by man.

s for your thirst for my knowledge and power, your desire for my secrets and mysteries 

… ah well this is something which although you may not feel now will undoubtedly 

come! For situations in life will fascilitate this need and you will find that your exploration of 

my mysteries will take you once again back to this letter, back to my mysteries and my portal 

and to those others who have plundered the depths of my knowledge before you. The 

Shamans who have initiated themselves into my truth, the new age channels who have aligned 

themselves to my power, the artists who have recreated my visage in an attempt to access my 

power. All these and more, all these and me will yield the mystery that you are searching for 

and set you free as a result of it. So … when these times come, remember me!

eloved daughter of the Lady read well and drink deep of my words, saturate yourself in 

my power and my truth bee aware of my presence around you in the world through my 

hive. I come to you in love and light that we might in the future work together to bring new 

hope and love to the world through the greater existence of my species and through that way 
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in which you will utilise my gifts in your own life. Be bold then and believe for you have 

been touched by the great Queen of Bee’s and as such illuminated by her gold. Go in love and 

light beloved one and remember well these words of truth and light. So mote it be.


